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Abstract 
Spatial generalized linear mixed models are usually used for modelling non-Gaussian and discrete spatial responses. 
In these models, spatial correlation of the data is usually modelled by spatial latent variables. Although, it is a 
standard assumption that the latent variables have normal distribution, in practice this assumption may not be valid. 
The first purpose of this paper is to use a closed skew normal distribution for the spatial latent variables which is 
more flexible distribution and also includes normal and skew normal distributions. The second is to develop Monte 
Carlo EM gradient algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation of the model parameters. Then, the performance of 
the proposed model is illustrated through a simulation study. Finally, the model and algorithm are applied to a case 
study on a temperature data. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
In most studies involving spatial generalized linear mixed (SGLM) models, it is assumed that the latent 
variables are normally distributed. Erroneous normal assumption, however, can affect the estimation of 
the model parameters and accuracy of spatial predictions. This motivates the search for SGLM models 
with more flexible distributions of the latent variables. Dominguez-Molina et al. [3] generalized the skew 
normal distribution (Azzalini and Dallavale [1]) to define the closed skew normal (CSN) distribution, that 
forms a larger and more flexible class than both skew normal and normal distributions. The CSN 
distribution also remains closed under linear conditioning and marginalization. Hosseini et al. [4] used the 
skew normal distribution for the latent variables and proposed an approximate Bayesian method for the 
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inference and spatial prediction in SGLM model. Baghishani and Mohammadzadeh [2] proposed a 
computationally efficient strategy to fit SGLM models based on the data cloning method suggested by 
Lele et al. [6]. Zhang [9] proposed a Monte Carlo EM gradient (EMG) algorithm for computing the 
maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of SGLM model. In the present paper we propose an alternative 
approach for SGLM models, where the normal distribution is replaced by a CSN distribution for the latent 
variables. Then, the EMG algorithm is also extended for this model. Next, the performance of the 
proposed model is illustrated through a simulation study. Finally, the model and algorithm are applied on 
the winter temperature data in North-West provinces of Iran. 
2. SGLM with Closed Skew Latent Variables 
A random vector x  distributed according to a multivariate closed skew normal if its pdf is given by 
( | , , ) ( ; , ) ( ( ); , ),                                                                         (1) n qf k DI Q6  6 )  'x ȝ Ȝ x ȝ x ȝ
where  1( ; , )qk D DT
 c ) '  60 Ȟ , ( ; , )nI  6ȝ  is the n-dimensional normal density with mean vector ȝ  and 
covariance matrix 6 , ( ; , )q Q)  '  is  q-dimensional normal cumulative distribution function with mean Ȟ  and 
covariance matrix ' , and  D is a q nu matrix whose elements are the skewness parameters. In short, we denote 
this distribution by , ( , , , , )n qCSN D6 'ȝ Ȟ . For 1q  , 0X  , 1'   and 1/2D c 6Ȝ  the CSN density reduces 
to that of the SN distribution. When D  is a zero matrix, the density in equation (1) reduces to the density of a 
multivariate normal distribution. The CSN distribution has some desirable properties, similar to those of the 
normal distribution. For instance, the CSN distribution is closed under marginalization, conditioning, and linear 
transformations (full column or row rank), see Dominguez-Molina et al. [3]. The first moment of the CSN 
distribution is ( )E X D c  6ȝ ȥ , where * ( ; , ) / ( ; , )q qD D D Dc c ) '  6 ) '  6ȥ 0 Ȟ 0 Ȟ ,* ( ; , ) [ ( ; , )]q r q c) :   ) :r Ȟ r Ȟ , such that :  is a positive definite matrix and r gradient operator
as 1( / , , / )r qr r c  w w w w!  . Now, let 1( , , )nx x c x ! be spatial latent variables at n sites 1{ , , }ns s! with 
distribution , ( , , , , )n qCSN Z DT6 'ȕ Ȟ , from equation (1) we have  
 / 2 1/ 2( ) (2 ) | | exp{ ( ) ( ) / 2} ( ); , ,n qkf Z Z D ZT TS Q  c 6   6  )  'x | Ș x ȕ x ȕ x ȕ
where 1(0; , )qk D DTQ c ) '  6 , Z is an ( 1)n pu   observations matrix of 1p   explanatory variables, 
0( , , )pE E c ȕ !  are  regression parameters, T6 is a positive definite n nu covariance matrix, with two 
dimensional parameter ( , )V M ș  indicative of the scale and spatial ’correlation’ length, respectively, 
and ( , , , , )Dc 'Ș ȕ ș Ȟ . We consider the situation where sites 1{ , , }ks s!  are observation sites, while one 
of our goals is to predict the spatial latent variables at the unobserved sites 1{ , , }k ns s ! . The latent 
variables at the k  observed sites are denoted by obs A x x , where [ | 0 ]k k k n kA I u u  . Thus, the matrix 
A  decomposes x  into ( , )obs predc c c x x x , where 1( , , )obs kx x c x !  are latent variables at k
observation sites 1{ , , }ks s!  and 1( , , )pred k nx x c x ! , are latent variables at n k  prediction sites. 
Also, let 1( , , )ky y c y !  represent the discrete spatial response variables at k  sites 1{ , , }ks s! ,
k n . We assume that the measurements are conditionally independent with likelihood ( | )S y x  of an 
exponential family (McCullagh and Nelder [7]), given by 
( | ) exp{ ( ) ( )},   1, , ,i i i i i if y x y x b x c y i k    !
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where ( )b   and ( )c   are known functions and ( )ib x is the cumulant function, such 
that ( ) / ( | )i i i ib x x E y xw w  , 2 2( ) / ( | )i i i ib x x Var y xw w  . The mean ( | )i iE y x  and ix  are related by a 
link function ( )g  , i.e. 1( | ) ( )i i iE y x g x . Therefore, the model is given by  
 1 2 1
1
}
( , | ) ( | ) ( | )
               | | exp{ [ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( ) / 2 ( ); , .       (2)
n
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3. Prediction for SGLMM with Closed Skew Latent Variables 
An important problem in SGLM model is the prediction of the spatial latent variables at  n k
sites 1{ , , }k ns s ! , using observations y  and Z . First, we assume that the model parameters are known.  
Considering ( , )obs predc c c x x x , we can write  
> @1 11 12 1 2
2 21 22
,  ,  .Z D D DT
6 6 6   6 6
§ · § ·¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹ © ¹
ȝȕ ȝ
On the other hand, when the joint distribution of x  is CSN, the conditional distribution of 
)( |pred obsx x , is also within the CSN class (Dominguez-Molina et al. [3]). Therefore,  
1 *
1, 2 21 11 1 22 1 2 1| ~ ( ( ), , , ( ), ),
pred obs obs obs
qCSN D D

 6 6  6   'x x ȝ x ȝ Ȟ x ȝ
where 122.1 22 21 11 12
6  6  6 6 6  and * 11 2 21 11D D D   6 6 . Using the expectation of the CSN distribution, 
we get 
1
2 21 11 1 22 1 2( | ) ( ) ,
pred obs obsE D  c  6 6   6x x ȝ x ȝ ȥ
where * * *1 2 22.1 2 1 2 22.1 2( ; ( ),  ) / ( ; ( ),  ) | 0
obs obs
q qD D D D D D rc c )   '  6 )   '  6  ȥ r Ȟ x ȝ r Ȟ x ȝ .   
Due to the model formation, the conditional distribution of y  given x  is the conditional distribution of  
y  given obsx , this implies  ( | ) ( | , )pred obs pred obsE E x x x x y  and from the well-known fact  
( | ) { ( | , ) | }pred pred obsE E E x y x x y y  (Shiryayev [8], p. 214).  Now, by minimizing the mean squared 
error the MMSE prediction of predx  at n k  sites 1{ , , }k ns s !  is given by  
1
2 21 11 1 22.1 2E( | ) (E( | ) ) E( | ),                                                   (3)
pred obs D c  6 6   6x y ȝ x y ȝ ȥ y
where E( | )obsx y  and E( | )ȥ y  can not be given in closed form but can be approximated by Monte Carlo 
samples. 
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4. Maximum Likelihood Estimations 
In this section we explore the Monte Carlo EMG algorithm for ML estimation of model parameters 
when the latent variables have a CSN distribution. We assume an isotropic exponential covariance 
function for the entries in the matrix T6 . This entails that 2( , ; ) exp( || || / )i j i jC s s s sV M  ș , where 
|| ||i js s  is the Euclidean norm, M  is the spatial correlation parameter and 2V  is the variance. Also, we 
assume that the vector of skewness parameters is of the form 0O Ȝ 1 , where 1  is a 1nu  vector of ones. 
Then 0( , , )O Ș ȕ ș , where ( , )V M ș . The likelihood function (3), cannot usually be given in a closed 
form. The EM algorithm is a general algorithm for ML estimation where the data are incomplete or the 
likelihood function involves latent variables. In many practical applications, unfortunately, convergence 
of the EM algorithm can be extremely slow. Lange [5] proposed the EMG algorithm to accelerate 
convergence of the EM algorithm. This algorithm substitutes one step of Newton-Raphson algorithm for 
the M-step. From (3) the complete log-likelihood function 
1
( ) ln ( | ) ln ( )
k
i i
i
f y x f
 
 ¦Ș x | ȘA . Now, 
from the EMG algorithm we have 
[
( 1) ( ) 2 1
( ) ( )[ ( ln ( | ) / | )] ( ln ( | ) / | )] .                    (4)
m m
m mE f x E f x 
 
  c w w w w wȘ Ș Ș ȘȘ Ș Ș Ș Ș y Ș Ș y
The conditional expectation in (5) cannot usually be evaluated in closed form, but can be approximated 
using the N Monte Carlo samples (1) ( ), , Nx x!  from the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm under the current 
estimates ( )mȘ . 
5. Simulation Study 
In this section, a simulation study is performed to asses the proposed model. First, 100n   locations 
are generated on a 10 10u  regular grid as {( , ), , 1, ,10}k k  A A ! . We fix parameters of the CSN model 
and draw latent variables from distribution 1/ 2100,1 0( , , , 0, 1)CSN T TE O c6 6z 1 . In the simulation we set 
0.5E   , 2( , ) (2, 4)V M  ș , using an isotropic exponential covariance function, the 0 2O  . The 
covariate variable at ( , )kA th site is log(1 )lkz   A . Given the latent variables, the binomial responses 
ky A  are generated according to (100, exp( ) / 1 exp( ))k kBin x xA A . Simulated data set is analyzed by the 
SGLMM under the assumptions of CSN and Normal latent variables. We generated 100 datasets to 
estimate MSE and mean square prediction errors (MSPE). For the ML estimation of the parameters, we 
run the Monte Carlo EMG algorithm. With respect to the ML estimates, biases and MSE of estimated 
parameters, reported in Table 1, then, CSN approach leads to the predictions which are often more 
accurate than the predictions provided by the Normal approach. To check the accuracy of the MMSE 
prediction, we use all 100 datasets to calculate the MSPE at an arbitrary site (5.5, 5.5) for CSN and 
Normal SGLMMs. The obtained values 1.5432 and 1.9241, show that the SGLMM with CSN latent 
variables is more accurate than the normal latent variables. 
Table 1: ML estimates, biases and MSE's for two models 
Parameters Real Value CSN SGLM  N SGLMM Bias MSE  Bias MSE 
E  0.5  -0.0763 0.2146 -0.0887 0.3321 
2V  2  -0.0305 0.0517 -0.1236 0.0621 
M  4  0.1523 1.4834 0.3919 1.9125 
O  2  -0.4574 1.2841 - - 
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6. Temperature Data 
Temperature, an important meteorological parameter, is useful for the researchers working on many 
disciplines. For example, the late chilling effected by the winter temperature usually causes decrease of 
some agricultural yields. In this study, spatial prediction is implemented using SGLMM with skew 
normal latent variables to study the cold severity on January 2009 in the North-West provinces of Iran.  
We used the temperature data of 31 days in January 2009 at 29 weather stations located in the North-
West provinces of Iran. The data consist of number of days with minimum temperature less than or equal 
to 4 , observed at 29 sites.  The average of dewpoint temperature ( )z  is used as covariate. The 
responses are assumed to be conditionally independent Binomial variable, i.e.  
( | ) exp{ log(1 exp( ))},i i i i i iy x y x u xS   
where 31,  1, , 29iu i  ! . A CSN distribution is used for latent variables, i.e. 1/2
29,1 0( | ) ~ ( , , , 0,1)CSN T TE O c6 6x Ș z 1 . Also, we use Normal prior for the latent variables and 
compare the prediction accuracy with the case of CSN prior. We also use an isotropic exponential 
covariance function with parameter ( , )M V ș . Using the Monte Carlo EMG algorithm with a Monte 
Carlo sample size 10000, we obtained the estimates ˆ (18,1.0971)T  , ˆ 0.5152E    and ˆ 2.13650O   for 
SGLM model with CSN latent variable and  ˆ (21,1.4015)T   and ˆ 0.6321E    for SGLM model with 
Normal latent variable. The CVMSE of the MMSE prediction based on CSN and Normal models are 
derived as 0.31079 and 0.3317, respectively. These values show that the CSN model provides more 
accurate results than the Normal model. The prediction maps of x with their prediction at thirteen 
unobserved sites, that have dewpoints, are shown in Figure 1. We can see the cold severity on January in 
the North-West provinces of Iran. 
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Fig.1. Prediction map of temperature data in the North-West of Iran for x .
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7. Conclusion 
It is shown that misspecification of spatial latent variables in SGLMM affects on the estimation of the 
parameters as well as the spatial prediction of the spatial latent variables. However, Normal prior is often 
used for latent variables in SGLMM, here a CSN prior, that is more general than a Normal prior, is 
proposed. Then, MMSE spatial prediction and ML estimation of the model parameters are derived by 
Monte Carlo EMG algorithm. In two examples, we compared results obtained from the CSN prior with 
that of the Normal prior by using CVMSE and MSE criteria. The CVMSE of the prediction and MSE of 
the estimations reveal the high accuracy of the CSN SGLMM comparing with the Normal SGLMM. 
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